Make Our Safety A Priority

PUT IN PLACE FOUR
LINES OF DEFENCE
The World Health Organization has shared that a significant number of cases of COVID-19 are

asymptomatic [have no symptoms] and the disease is likely able to spread to others before you develop
symptoms [pre-symptomatic]. If we are going to beat this virus and prevent its spread, we all must erect
and consistently practice four [4] 'lines of defence' every time and everywhere - it's like putting up four
layers shields that must be penetrated before you can be infected. Let's protect each other by putting them
into consistent practice here and everywhere else you go.

Respiratory ETIQUETTE

BE RESPONSIBLE
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If you have an elevated temperature, feel flu-like or sick at
work, immediately connect with the nurse and head to our
isolation space. If you are outside of work, stay home and call
the Ministry of Health's COVID-19 lines, and your doctor.
Always wear your face covering (or mask) everytime. We Wear
It Because We Care! Remember to handle and remove it at the
strings, with care - Avoid touching the front and your face.
If you should need to cough or sneeze . Catch-IT, Bin-IT, Kill-IT

HYGIENIC Practices

BE WISE AND SANITIZE
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Always sanitize your hands before you enter an office
Ensure hands are sanitized before handling or receiving
items and intermittently while handling.
Ensure your workspaces are kept sanitized regularly

Physical (Social) DISTANCING

BE SMART & STAY APART
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Always keep at least six [6] feet between
yourself and your nearest coworker or others
- whether you are at work or otherwise
Avoid traveling as much as possible and lower
your exposure to travelers to the minimum

EMPOWER OTHERS & Stay Connected

BE CARING BY SHARING
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Ensure everyone around you are aware of and is
practicing the above three lines of defence.
Report it. Whenever others are not actively
supporting these protective practices.
Use technology options to stay regularly connected
to others, especially those who may be ill
If you feel you need support. We are here for you!
Please ask for help through nurses or our HR team
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OUR GOAL
Our aim is to maintain Zero [0] Covid-19 infection
within our base. We encourage you to avoid
discrimination and report any such practices. These
measures have been put in place because we care
for you and all others linked to us and you.
Together we can! Give you full support to the team.
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YOUR MISSION
Help us to keep our location and your environs
safer, by practicing the above rules everytime
Always have up four lines of defence between
yourself and the risk of COVID-19 disease.
It is important to abide by the above four (4)
rules to be granted access to the this property
and allow you stay at work.

ONE LOVE | TOGETHER WE CAN!

BE WELL . INFORMED & THRIVE

Be IMMUNE
to COVID-19
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PROVEN WAYS TO IMPROVE

IMPROVE
Turn the

YOUR IMMUNITY

YOUR

SAFETY ROUTINES

Four [4] Lines of Defence habits into your way of life.

Practice these four daily [1] 'Respiratory Etiquette - Stay home if you
are sick and wear your face mask (or covering) daily, [2] Hygienic
Practices - Be wise and sanitize regularly, [3] Physical (Social)
Distancing - be smart and stay apart by at least two arms length, and
[4] Connect & Empower Others - we share because we care'

Stay aligned with the national COVID-19 response for greater success
Check-in and celebrate the ‘safe’ practices and more with your team

MAXIMIZE

YOUR

SELF CARE

Boost your energy and stamina through regular exercise.

increase your fitness level weekly
Strive for 6-8 hours of quality sleep. It will also help to keep
Get even more when you

your memory

and concentration skills better for longer.

Develop regular

mindful relaxation and rejuvenation routines

Get up-to-date and in-control of the health status with any due

medical check-ins
Get more connected with nature and other natural experiences

MINIMIZE STRESS,

TOXINS

AND TOXIC BEHAVIORS

quick stress relief routines weekly
Make mindfulness or meditation a way of life
Avoid smoking, excess drinking, binge eating and other toxins
Avoid being negative, it's like a thorn to yourself and others
Pause and think for at least 5 seconds before engaging in any
Learn and practice a few

impulsive and complulsive 'toxic' behaviors

UNDERSTAND YOUR
UNIQUE NEEDS
Unleash the

power of purpose, connect more with your

passions and use them to enhance or fulfill your potential
Reflect on and

live in alignment with your values or

virtues. Commit and pledge to do a 14-day challenge

Explore your immune system and status . Get a
complete blood count (CBC) at the nearest lab. Reflect
with your doctor on the strength of your immune response

NOURISH HEALTHILY
Make healthier choices first, each time you have a meal.
Your meal should be high in fibre[ from vegetables, fruits,
ground provisions and cereals]. but low in salt, sugar and fats

Eat a rainbow of colours within your meals weekly. When you
include more colours you will be getting more antioxidants
and phytonutrients that will boost your immunity and more

intermittent fasting, between 3pm and 7am for a week.
Detox your diet, by removing toxic foods for at least a month.
Try

ENHANCE

YOUR

EMOTIONAL HEALTH

Be more self-aware. Get to know and practice using more of
your signature strengths daily or reduce your vices.
Give and encourage the

Triple 'A' experience - Attention,

Affirmation and Appreciation - at least twice daily

Think, speak and live positivity - Claim your first and last win
at the start and end of the day with a chosen positive activity

Build and strengthen your connections - Keep and share one
special secret from your day with a loved one or friend daily.

act of love, gratitude, or kindness daily
Lighten up and play. Let joyful laughter and smiles fill your day.
Share an

